A pendant of memory is a surveillance device which appears to be a gold-coloured pendant in the shape of an eye, with the pupil of the eye being a circular sapphire worth at least 10gp. When triggered with a command word, it will record a view of everything in a 60ft cone in front of it, like a video camera. The pendant also records audio of everything within the cone. Recording is stopped after one hour, or by speaking the command word again. Once anything has been recorded into the pendant, the sapphire turns grey and dull-looking. A pendant containing a recording can be caused to play back that recording with a second command word; this will project a very small 2d view of whatever was recorded onto a surface in front of the pendant, and play back any audio at the same time. A recording can be played back as many times as you wish. The pendant has 60ft darkvision but no other special vision abilities.

To use the pendant for recording again, the grey depleted sapphire must be replaced with another sapphire worth at least 10gp.
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